
Natare has the resources, experience and capabilities 
to provide comprehensive swimming pool, aquatics and 
water feature design, consulting and construction services 
for swimming pools, water features and aquatic facilities.  

Why Natare?
For competition and training facilities 
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Our group draws upon collective experience with 
thousands of public swimming and water feature 
projects, and our client list includes corporate 
accounts ranging from the Hyatt Corporation to IBM; 
educational institutions such as Indiana University; 
medical facilities, military and community recreation 
departments throughout the United States; and 
some of the world’s most prestigious aquatic 
competition venues, including the IU Natatorium in 
Indianapolis, which is known as the world’s fast pool, 
the Ponds Forge International Sports Center in She�ield, 
England, Scotiabank Aquatics Center, site of the 16th 
Pan American Games in Guadalajara, Mexico, and the 
Shanghai Oriental Sports Center, site of the 14th FINA 
World Championships.

For more than four decades, we have helped to 
create, construct, operate and renovate state of the art 
facilities worldwide.  Our expertise and expert advice 
has played an important role in the design, construction 
and operation of swimming pools, water features and 
aquatic facilities around the globe.

You may know us as the company that designed 
and supplied high quality systems, or you may have 
been familiar to our unique approach to designing and 
renovating swimming pools, water containment and 
waterproofing. Our name reflects our commitment to 
aquatics.

Who We Are...

• Programming, conceptual design, design assistance, feasibility and sound advice in 
the planning, construction or renovation of aquatic facilities. 

• Expert advice and problem solving assistance related to the construction, operation, 
maintenance, programming and use of pools, spas and aquatic facilities. 

• Construction services from installation assistance to complete project management.

Natare provides consulting, technical and engineering services for construction or 
renovation of public, semi-public and commercial swimming pools, aquatic facilities and 
water features.
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The heritage of Natare dates back to the late 1960s, to a time 
when amateur swimming in Indiana combined with powerful 
university swimming programs to produce some of the most 
outstanding competitive swimmers in the nation.  These 
swimming programs had their roots in some of the largest 
recreational and community swimming pools in the nation.  
In fact, some of the first “waterparks” were constructed and 
successfully operated in Indiana, including the first wave pool in 
the nation.

We began in 1969 with a mission to supply systems and 
services for swimming pools from Olympic facilities to the 
neighborhood swim club.  During the years that followed, we 
grew dramatically, eventually ranging from residential pool 
construction to helping design, construct and supply some of 
the largest and most prestigious competitive, recreational and 
institutional aquatic facilities in the world. As our growth continued, we selected the name “Natare” to a�irm our 
commitment to aquatics.  Natare is the Latin verb “to swim” and everything we do is committed to this purpose.

Today, Natare is the source for expertise and design assistance for public and private communities, planners, 
developers and architects. Whether it involves feasibility, programming and planning, design, construction or 
operation, we supply the answers for swimming pools, spas, aquatics and water features.  From concept and design 
through construction and operation, we take pride in the ability to o�er a single source of planning and design 
assistance, expert advice and straight answers for facilities, systems and projects that need to be done on time, on 
budget and right the first time.

Our Expertise and Experience...

Our experienced staff combines years of coaching and competition 
with hands-on pool construction and operation to produce pools and 
aquatic facilities that work and will keep working well into the future.
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The design, construction, operation or renovation of 
a swimming pool facility or water feature is an extremely 
complex process.  Whether it’s an innovative, multi-purpose 
aquatic facility, an elevated specialty pool, exotic resort pool 
or the unique application of decorative and display waters; 
selecting the concepts, designs, systems and construction 
methods for a project is a di�icult and complicated task.

Technical excellence, specialized knowledge and years of 
critical experience are vital to the design, engineering and 
construction of an aquatic facility.  These capabilities are 
standard with Natare.  For more than three decades, we have 
been supplying the concepts, designs and expert counsel 
which have become the standard of the industry and a scale 
by which others can be judged.

Individual sta� experience ranges from five to 35 years 
of hands-on participation in all areas of the planning, 
construction and operation of swimming pools and aquatic 
facilities. We know how facilities are constructed and 
operated - and understand costs.

Natare has established a solid reputation based upon 
providing expert managerial, technical and engineering 
assistance. Our diversified sta� has gained valuable and 
extensive experience in project management skills through 
detailed involvement in the design, construction and 
operation of state-of-the-art aquatic facilities worldwide.

Natare provides the technical expertise, 
essential components and construction 
services for thousands of projects.  We 
respond to our customers’ needs on a 
project-by-project basis.  These unique 
relationships produce lasting aquatic 
success stories, both for Natare and our 
clients on a global scale.

Planning and Engineering

Why Natare?
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Why Natare?

The proper design and construction, repair or renovation of a swimming pool facility or water feature is an 
extremely complex and lengthy process.  Unfortunately, few individuals have the opportunity to be involved in this 
process, but those who are need the help of experts.  Our engineering, consulting and project management team can 
provide the experience, technical expertise, and creative thinking that is so critical to define the form and function of 
the project.

Acquiring the perspective and experience to provide comprehensive assistance in design, construction, renovation 
and facility operation requires years of e�ort and a good measure of specialized knowledge.  At Natare, we translate 
our expertise and experience into successful swimming pool or aquatic facility construction and operation every time.  
As nationally recognized experts, we take great pride in consistently providing design innovation, technical assistance 
and top-notch engineering services.

Natare has established a solid reputation based upon providing expert managerial, technical and engineering 
assistance.  Our diverse sta� has gained valuable and extensive experience in project management skills through 
detailed involvement in the design, construction and operation of state-of-the-art aquatic facilities worldwide.
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Capabilities…

When it comes to swimming pools and aquatic facilities, Natare does it right the first time.  We bring experience, 
expertise, and a complete selection of technical and supporting services to aid with new construction, renovation or 
operation of any swimming or aquatic project.  Our services are tailored to the needs and requirements of municipal, 
institutional, commercial, and public swimming pools and aquatic facilities.

The proper design and subsequent construction of a swimming pool facility is an extremely complex process.  
Few individuals have the opportunity to be involved in this process more than once.  More than 40 years of vital 
involvement in every aspect of swimming pool design, construction, operation and maintenance has given Natare 
national acclaim as a leader in the industry. Our expertise provides the specialized knowledge of design requirements, 
construction techniques and equipment capabilities essential to complete your project on-time and on-budget.

Natare can help recognize and avoid the pitfalls and problems associated with new pool construction and 
renovation that can prevent your project from being completed on time and within your budget.

Developing the right design strategy; selecting the right design approach; understanding program requirements; 
selecting the right construction programs, systems and equipment can all mean the di�erence between pools and 
aquatic facilities that are lasting, functional and cost e�icient - and those that are “di�icult”.

Whether it’s an innovative multipurpose recreational and competitive swimming facility, a community pool 
complex, an elevated specialty pool, exotic resort pool or a special purpose medical or therapeutic pool, we have the 
correct answers and the right advice for any project.
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What We Do...
We provide innovative solutions and solid advice to the demanding tasks of planning, developing, designing, 

constructing or renovating swimming pools, aquatic facilities and water features.  We can assist with all areas of 
the planning, construction and operation of swimming pools and aquatic facilities.  We know how facilities are 
constructed and operated - and understand costs.  Once the specific designs are completed, we manufacture the 
necessary components for a successful project and supply those items not manufactured by Natare from a pool of 
experienced and proven manufacturers and suppliers.  With the necessary materials and equipment in place, we 
provide the field construction services to deliver a project that is on time, on budget and done right the first time.

Technical Assistance and Consulting Services…
Natare provides engineering, technical and design assistance in the planning, programming, design, selection and 

specification of swimming pools, aquatic facilities and water features. 

We know how to accurately determine project and program requirements and the individual needs of each 
project, program or system.  Natare will help in identifying and understanding the needs, wants and wishes that 
are so important in the initial planning and programming for facility construction or renovation.  We understand 
the needs of recreational aquatics, competitive swimming, community recreation and the special needs of selected 
populations. We listen, and we speak the language.  Engineering assistance, systems calculations, preliminary design 
schematics, finished standard construction details and specification development are all part of the “single source 
responsibility” available from Natare.  You may count on receiving expert counsel from people who know equipment 
and construction and “how things work.”

The successful design of a swimming pool facility begins with a careful evaluation and discussion of your needs. 
Natare serves as a catalyst, providing input and helping to shape the project to fit your individual requirements, 
while working within physical and economical constraints. We provide the architect, engineer and owner with the 
specialized knowledge essential to a successful swimming pool project, whether it’s new construction, renovation or 
repair or simply a problem with daily cost e�ective operation.

Our involvement in the design and manufacture of a wide range of swimming pool equipment allows Natare to 
o�er a unique perspective on equipment performance. This extensive knowledge gives us the opportunity to be 
involved throughout the project, from concept through design to actual construction.
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Natare offers a wide range of services for comprehensive assistance 
in construction, renovation, and facility operation.  Assistance with the 
selection, design, specification and construction of pools and aquatic 
facilities using Natare pools, pool systems and equipment is provided 
free of charge.  Additional consulting, engineering, installation and 
project management services are available and are tailored to the 
specific requirements of each project.
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